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Introduction

The Painting Minor 292 unit was conducted in the second semester of 1999 at
the School of Art in the Curtin University of Technology, Bentley, Perth in Western
Australia. Associate Professor Ted Snell spent considerable amounts of time  at
the course commencement with the student cohort running through the
expectations of the fifteen (15) week course, the course timetable and through a
detailed plan including school administration policies and procedures.

It was understood that this unit would be project based and that mid-semester
and end-of-semester reviews would be conducted for assessment. It was also
understood that each student was required to attend a number of field visits to
various art institutions around the Perth metropolitan area, as well as attend
presentations and combined school tutorials with guest lecturers which included
Greek Cypriot & Australian Artist, Stellarc and Victoria Vesna from UCLA, USA.

In addition each student was required to produce a ‘Proposal of Project Works’
for review and tutorial presentation from each student was encouraged for peer
review and feedback purposes.

Proposal of Project Works - Draft 1

It was made clear from the outset that the original proposal ‘Draft 1’ would be
submitted by week two (2) and that within the tutorial group discussions and
feedback would expound upon the needs of that student to develop and
articulated version in week three (3) of the final ‘Proposal of Project Works’,
effectively Draft 2.

This proposal process was described as both ‘dialogic’ and ‘collaborative’ in form
and through the process of ‘negotiation’ a final version could be clearly
articulated and expedited. The ‘Proposal of Project Works - Draft 1’1 was
submitted in week 2 and following substantial feedback form colleagues, peers
and unit lecturers the ‘Proposal of Project Works - Draft 2’ was submitted in week
3 with minor negotiated changes from then on.

1 See Appendix 2



Proposal of Project Works - Draft 2

With clear instructions from Associate Professor Ted Snell to ‘apply’ the
principles of the painterly process in the ‘course of action’ I felt compelled to push
the substrate requirements and so returned to the second tute group session and
later in conferral directly with Ted as to a change in my proposals. In these
discussions it was quickly ascertained that variations of the four projects required
substantiating these changes conceptually, with agreement that painterly, print
replication and sculptural forms could be unified provided they met the core topic
and conceptual framework of the unit.

Figure 1: ‘Fine Field Form 1’, 1999.

At the time I was working with the Department of Family and Children Services in
Joondalup, Western Australia and Mirabooka, Western Australia which meant I
was driving from Darlington, Western Australia and returning daily, passing



through semi-industrial units of manufacturing. On investigation I sourced a
manufacturer who agreed for a fair fee to construct the curved MDF wall
mounted sculptural net shapes I required. An example was brought to the second
tute group session and approvals required to bring these in for studio painting
was set and approved.

Figure 2: ‘Fine Field Form 2’, 1999.



In essence, the ‘The Proposal of Project Works - Draft 2’2 was described in the
first review session for the unit as a ‘major and improved proposal with
substantive gains in the imbued meanings and nuances of form’ was one
comment made by a review lecturer. The most contentious of the four projects,
that being ‘Paths & Plots’3 involving the actor Crystal Challenger (third year
student) who agreed with consent to a performance in the AV studio, filmed by
Andrew Barnett (third year film student) and additional sound tracks and audio
plunderphonic editing by sound artist Rob Muir.

Artist Statement - ‘Paths & Plots’

“... Parents in the dystopian future bargain with corporations for access to
their children, each providing an individual account of why they are eligible
based on the premise of ‘fair and reasonable’. Faced with a myriad of
sub-clauses designed to enshrine the ‘rights of the child’, parents relent to
supervised visits based on their marital status and capacity to provide for
their children. Directed by Crystal Challenger, who appears as the
performance artist in ‘Paths & Plots’ the omniscient telling-tube, the
television, glows as does the ladder stand tall, small steps to a higher view
on the scene unfolding below. A human is ordered to assemble their proof,
strip bare, then break the paper-trail in act of defiance, a symbolic re-dress
of a human system gone wrong. Produced by artist Alexander Hayes with
sound and audio engineer Rob Muir, this performance art work is a
disturbing rendition of human cruelty, a statement about a failing system,
not unlike the barbaric acts of interrogation suffered by criminals or
terrorists stripped of their humanity”.

The performance act video was screened again as a component of the unit final
review in the AV studio in the School of Art, Curtin University of Technology.

3 Available at https://youtu.be/aTMVrZmHVhE
2 See Appendix 4

https://youtu.be/aTMVrZmHVhE


Film Stills - Solar Etched Prints

A series of film stills4 editions of ten (10) were also produced, derivative of the
‘Paths & Plots’ performance.  These film stills were then produced as negatives
for open bite solar etching prints, later exhibited in the 1999 end of year
‘Corridors’ School of Art exhibition;

● ‘Paths & Plots Film Still 1 - ‘The Telling Tube’;
● ‘Paths & Plots Film Still 2 - ‘Human Prepares’;
● ‘Paths & Plots Film Still 3 - ‘Court Order’;
● ‘Paths & Plots Film Still 4 - ‘Ladder Form’;
● ‘Paths & Plots Film Still 5 - ‘Defiance Figure’;
● ‘Paths & Plots Film Still 6 - ‘System Fades’.

Figure 3: Film Still 1 - ‘The Telling Tube’

4 See appendix 5



Figure 4: Film Still 2 - ‘Human Prepares’

Figure 5: Film Still 3 - ‘Court Order’



Figure 6: Film Still 4 - ‘Ladder Form’

Figure 7: Film Still 5 - ‘Defiance Figure’



Figure 8: Film Still 6 - ‘System Fades’
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